Providing Solutions to Detect, Measure, Analyze, and Control Your Process and Your Facility

**Level**

Switches and Transmitters for Liquids and Solids

- Radar
- Guided Wave Radar
- Ultrasonic
- Hydrostatic Pressure
- Load Cells
- Magnetostrictive Pressure
- Capacitance
- Buoyancy
- Air Bubbler

**Brands**
- Honeywell
- WIKA
- Dwyer
- Minebea Intec

**Pressure**

Transmitters, Transducers, Switches, and Gauges

- Vacuum, Gauge, Differential, and Absolute
  - Transmitters
  - Transducers
  - Submersibles
  - Gauges
  - Intelligent/Smart
  - Hygienic 3A Sanitary

**Brands**
- Honeywell
- WIKA
- Ametek U.S. Gauge
- Mid-West Instrument

**Flow Transmitters and Primary Elements**

Liquids, Gas, and Steam

- Coriolis Mass
- Magnetic
- Vortex
- Clamp-on Ultrasonics
- Turbine
- Oval Gear
- Averaging

- Pitot Tube
- Orifice Plates
- Venturi Tubes
- Thermal Mass

**Brands**
- Honeywell
- Thermal Instruments
- Veris
- Fluidic Techniques Inc
- WIKA
- GPI FLOMEC

**Our Manufacturer Partners**

Aquametrix
ASC0
Bestobell Steam
BW Technologies
CAL | WEST | PMA
Dwyer Instruments
Eclipse
Exothermics
Fireye
Fluidic Techniques Inc
Gayesco
Graphic Controls
GPI FLOMEC
Hauck
Hex Valve
Honeywell
Honeywell BW
Honeywell RAE Systems
Jordan Valve
Kobold
Kromschroder
LowFlow
Marsh Bellofram
Maxon
Marwin Valve
Meriam
Mid-West Instrument
Minebea Intec
Parker Brass Products
Precision Digital
Pyromation
Rotronics
Sensidyne/Gilian
Siemens Process Analytics
Steriflow Food & Beverage
Testo
Thermal Instruments
TSI | Alnor | Quest
VAC
WIKA

Note: Due to manufacturer agreements, some products and brands are not available in all geographic areas or markets.
**Regulators — Industrial**
- Pressure • Back Pressure • Vacuum • Temperature • Globe • Sliding Gate • Piloted
- **Brands** Jordan Valve • LowFlow

**Control Valves**
- Ball • Low Cv • Stem Guided • Cage Retained • Sliding Gate • Anti-Cavitation and Noise
- **Brands** Jordan Valve • LowFlow • Marwin Valve

**Valves — Food and Beverage**
- Pressure and Back Pressure Regulators • Control Valves
- **Brands** Steriflow Food & Beverage

**Ball Valves**
- 2-Piece • 3-Piece • Flanged • Multi-Port • High Alloys
- **Brands** Marwin Valve • Steriflow Food & Beverage

**Solenoid Valves**
- Two-Way • Three-Way • Four-Way • Air-Operated • Combustion Valves • Replacement Coils • Repair Kits
- **Brands** ASCO

**Valve Accessories**
- Positioners • Indicators • I/P Transducers • Solenoid Valves • Spool Valves • Limit Switches • Air Filter Regulators
- **Brands** ASCO • Marsh Bellofram • VAC

**Damper Drives and Motors**
- Pneumatic Drives • Linear • Rotary • Electric Actuators
- **Brands** Honeywell

**Instrument Valves**
- Hand • Block and Bleed • Gauge • Manifolds • Coplanar™
- **Brands** Hex Valve

**Piping Specialties**
- Steam Traps • Delta Element • Thermostatic • Bucket • Float • Strainers • Y-Pattern • Basket • Duplex • Temporary
- **Brands** Bestobell Steam • Titan

**Liquid Analytics**
- pH/ORP • Conductivity/TDS • Dissolved Oxygen • Probes • Electrodes • Analyzers • Transmitters • Controllers
- **Brands** Honeywell • Aquametrix
Temperature

Transmitters, Switches, Thermometers and Sensors

- Mechanical • Intelligent/Smart • Thermocouples • RTDs • Digital • Bi-Metal • Wells • Thermocouple Wire • Sensor Assemblies • Tubeskin Sensors • Multipoint Sensors

**Brands**
- Honeywell • WIKA • Gayesco • Pyromation

Seal Assembly Services

Gauge, Transmitter, or Switch and Seal Assemblies, Remote Capillaries

Instrument Accessories

Transmitters, Switches, Thermometers and Sensors

- HART® Communicators • Syphons • Air Regulators • Current Transducers • Power Supplies • Calibration Instruments • Signal Conditioners • Software

**Brands**
- WIKA • Absolute Process Instruments (API) • Marsh Bellofram • CR Magnetics • Meriam • Phoenix Contact • Practical Instrument Electronics

Industrial Wireless

ISA100-Compliant • Field Transmitters • Data and I/O Systems • WirelessHART • Gas Detection • Battery Operated

**Brands**
- Honeywell

IAQ & Ventilation

- Ventilation Meters • Balometers

**Brands**
- TSI/Alnor

Indicators

- Panel Meters • Process Indicators • Alarm Annunciators

**Brands**
- Precision Digital

Emissions Monitoring

- Burner Tuning • Boiler Tuning • Combustion Emissions • Stack Particulate Monitoring

**Brands**
- Testo • Siemens Process Analytics

Air Sampling & Monitoring

- Personal and Area Sampling Pumps • Air Flow Calibrators • Silica Exposure Test Kits

**Brands**
- Sensidyne/Gilian

Noise and Sound Level Monitoring

- Personal Noise Dosimeters • Noise Indicators • Area Sound Level Meters • Acoustic Calibrators • Outdoor Noise Kits

**Brands**
- TSI Quest (Was 3M Detection Solutions)